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In this paper,a newconfigurationis proposedfor indoor optical wirelesscommunicationsystems.The main featuresare the useof spotdiffusing, multiple
lines of sight and fly-eye receivers.Design issuessuch as the Fower budget,ambient-light interferenceand farsighted-eyedesignsfor the receiversare
discussedusing simplemodels. An experimentalset-updemonstratingthe feasibility of the spot-diffusingconceptis alsodescribed.
Dans cet article, on proposeune nouvelleconfiguration de syst.,rnesclecommunicationinterieureoptique,donc sansiii. Les principalescaracteristiques
sont ('utilisation d'une techniquede diffusion speculaire,de multiples lignes de vue et de recepteursalignes mais orientesdans differentesdirections,
commeles yeux d'une mouche(fly-eye). Les parametresde conc:eptionleis la puissancedisponible,('interferencepar la lumiere ambianteet la conception
de recepteurshyperrnetropessont discutesen utilisant des modi~lessimples. Un montageexperimentalest aussi decrit, lequel demontrela faisabilite du
conceptde diffusion speculaire.

I. Introduction

ent diversity channels,the frequency-selectivefading effect at the optical-carrier frequencylevel is not a problem in an IR system.However, at the baseband,when the modulation bandwidth is more than
about 10 MHz, multipathfading will still be observed.

the purpose of using optical wireless communicationsystemsin
an indoor environmentis to eliminate wiring. As the variety of user
terminals increases,a rewiring job may involve increasingly:substanThere are typically two configurations for IR indoor communicatial costandloss of time. In addition,exposedwiring canbe dangerous
and unsightly. For many reasons,infrared (IR) indoor wirelesscom- tions. One is the Directive Beam Concept (DBC) [2], in which each
munication systemsare desirable under certain circumstanc:es.
'rhe userterminalis connectedto the local areanetwork by two collimated
major advantageof an IR systemover a radio frequency(RF:~sys1:em infrared light beams,one for the downlink (network to terminal), the
is the absenceof electromagnetic(EM) interference.Consequ~:ntly,
IR other for the uplink (terminalto network).The secondconfigurationis
systemsare not subjectto spectralregulationsasRF systemsare. Com- termedDiffuse Infrared radiationConfiguration (DIC) [3]. It employs
pared with an RF system,anotheradvantageof an IR systemis its a wide-angle diverging beam to illuminate the entire or part of the
inherentchanneldiversity, which makesmultipath propagationfading ceiling and walls. DIC hasthe merit of being operationallysimple due
much less of a problem. First, IR systemshave inherent frequency to the elimination of alignmentrequirements.However,the negative
diversity due to the remarkableline width (roughly 5 to 50 nn))of the aspectsarethe required high transmissionpower (typically one watt),
light sourcesemployed in indoor applications.This line width m~:as- multiple signalpaths,wide-angleacceptanceof ambientlight and high
ures at leasthundredsof gigahertz,and hencethe lightwave c:arrieris capacitanceof the large-areaphotodiode.In contrastto DIC, a DBC
composedof a tremendouslylarge numberof independentfrequency systemcan havea bit rate a few ordersof magnitudehigherdue to the
components.This provides a high degreeof frequencydiversity, re- use of narrowtransmissionbeams,small field-of-view (FOV) receivducing the negative effects of multipath propagationfading. It is ers and a single transmissionpath. Nevertheless,the line of sight can
known thatthe illumination from a wide-bandlight source,contaimng easilybe blockedandthe alignmentrequireshigh mechanicalstability
more independentfrequencycomponents,is smoother(thus l."esul1jng for the optical antennasystems.This, to some extent,defeatsthe purin less frequency-selectivefading in the terminology of communica- poseof having a wirelesssystem.
tions) than that of a narrow-line-width source.Also notice that, in
Some novel configurationshave beenproposedand implemented
optical-fibre applications,it is desirableto makethe line width of the
lightwave carrier as narrowas possibleto reducedispersionin fibres; in orderto obtain amorebalancedperformance[4]-[5]. In both [4] and
while in IR indoorwirelessapplications,the line width can be,to some [5], a central repeateror reflectoris designedto producea wide-angle
beam for broadcastingof the downward signals. For the uplinks, a
extent,beneficial.
narrowbeamis usedto reducethe requireduplink transmissionpower.
Second,it is known that the dimensionof the coherent~lreaof a To avoid being blocked,the lines of sight are arranged8 ft abovethe
fully scatteredlight field is roughly of the order of its wavelerlgth[1]. floor in [4], andthe active reflectors in [5] are mountedon the ceiling.
r"llsider that the wavelength of IR radiation is of the order of one Theseconfigurationscan still be categorizedas DBC. The innovation
:on,while the dimensionof a typical photodiodeis of the order of lies in the use of a wide-angle beam and a wide FOV receiver to
, .,e millimetre. An optical receiver actually receivesa large number alleviate the alignment requirementat the repeateror the reflectors.
(hundredsof thousands)of independentsignal elementsat different The price paid here is the wide-angleambientlight acceptanceby the
locationson the receiving aperture.This in fact provides spatialdiver- repeateror the reflector. Clearly the installation of an active reflector
sity, which is very similar to thoseRF techniquesemploying multiple, or repeatermayalso turn out to be inconvenient,becausewiring is still
geographicallyseparatedantennae.In summary,becauseof d1ein her- required.
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In this paper, we proposea new approachwhich we I;all Spotdiffusing Multi-line-of-sight Configuration(SMC). Thl~ide;i is based
on the following observation:according to the measurementsconducted in [3], the use of diffused reflection is not the SOUJ:ce
of the
required high transmission-powerrequirement,sincethe plalstercoating usuallyhas a high reflectancein the near IR rangeandis usuallya
good Lambertian reflector unlessthe incident angle is ve~{ close to
90° [3]. In fact, the high power budgetof DIC is causedby the use of
large FOY (typically, over 120°)receivers.They recf:ive ;in excess
amountof ambient light and rule out the possibility of applying passive concentrators(e.g., lenses)to increasethe receivingaperture.It is
known that accordingto the secondlaw of thermodyn;imic:"there is
no way to use a passiveoptical systemto increasethe receiving area
while at the sametime keepingthe sameFOY. In the ca~eoj' DIC, if a
passivepower collector is used,the increasedreceivini~areawill not
increasethe received power,becausethe receiverwill collect optical
power from a smallersolid angle. Consequentlyno gclin will be obtained in the receivedpower,thoughthe multipath propagationproblem canbe eliminated at the cost of extra optical components.

paths. It is theoretically easierto deal with these angularly resolved
paths by, for example,switching to the strongestpath, etc.
Sinceeachusermayusemore thanone receiverin an SMC system
and eachreceiveris aligned in a different direction, we can pro~ -',.
call the collectionof receiversfor a userterminal a "fly-eye" rece
and each elementof the collection an "eye." Clearly, comparedto a
transceiverwith a single "eye," a transceiverstructuredas a fly-eye is
more complicated. However, it will be shown in section Ill.E that
somenoveldesignsmayreducethe addedcomplexity to an acceptable
level. Furthermore,in orderto avoid excesscomplexity, the numberof
eyes will be limited, typically to no more than three. Besides this, the
systemcanalwaysbe customizedaccordingto the budgetand particular arrangementrequirements.In one extreme case,if a terminal can
be arranged in a location such that its line of sight can rarely be
blocked,a transceiverwith a single "eye" maybe usedto minimize the
cost, if a properly designednetwork protocol is used to coordinate
communicationamong userterminals.
III. Designissuesin SMC systems

In the next section, the features of SMC will be discussed in detail.
The design issues will be discussed in section III. A spot-diffused
broadcasting experiment will be described in section 1'1, followed by
the conclusions.

II. The concepts
The proposedSMC employstwo new features,as shownin Fig. I.
Onefeatureis called spotdiffusing. The light powerfrom a u'ansmitter
is projectedover a smallareaof the diffusing surfacecalledthe diffusing spot.Using spotdiffusing providesthe following advantages:First,
passivepower concentratorscan be usedto increaseth,eaperturesize
of the receiversbecauseof a narrow field-of-view (FOY). This will
decreasethe requiredtransmissionpowerby the ratio of the concentrator receiving areato the photodiodearea.Second,since;i nanrowbeam
is used betweenthe transmitterand the diffusing spo't,thc~channel
power loss will be basically independentof the length of this section
of the channel.Furthermore,the rearrangement
of the networkis relatively easierbecauseno active reflectorsneedto be illstalled in the
ceiling. The diffusing-spotposition canbe easilyrearrangedby steering the projected IR beams.
The other feature of SMC is the use of multiple lines of sight,
allowing each user terminal to send more than one IR beam to geographically separated diffusing spots and to have multiple receivers
aimed at different diffusing spots. With one diffusing SpOltand one
transceiver for each user, there is a single line of sighl: for each user
terminal, which can easily be blocked. However, with multiple lines of
sight there is little chance that all of them will be blocked at the same
time. Obviously this muiti-line-of-sight arrangement adds redundancy
to the system, but it makes the connections more robust because of the
added angular diversity channels. Besides, in an SN[C s~{stemthe
multipath propagation is not as severe a problem as in DIC. In a DIC
system, there are countless different paths between any pail. of transceivers, while in the SMC there are only a finite number of distinct

Figure 1: Spot-diffusingmuiti-line-of-sightconcept(SMC).

In designingan SMC system,threefactors should be considered:
I) Required transmissionpower: This value is determined by the
specified bit error rate (BER), the range,the bit rate, the optical
front-end designand the safetystandardconsiderations.
2) Simplicity: The network will be used by laymen. The alignment
and the adjustmentoperationsshould be easy to perform. Also,
simplicity in the designresultsin a more cost-effective system.
3) Robustness:The antennasystemshouldtolerate mechanicaldisturbancesand misalignments.
A. Model for power analysis
Two kinds of light sources may be used for an SMC system;
namely, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs). T~.
considering the power budget of an SMC system, we note than
major difference between the two is that LEDs are Lambertian sources
while LDs can be considered as perfect point sources. Notice that this
is not the only difference between the two in practice. They also differ
in cost, available power, modulation bandwidth and safety requirements, etc.

The model for a designusing LDs is shown in Fig. 2, where no
lower boundis placed on the size of the diffusing spot. The model for
LED systemsis depictedin Fig. 3. The difference betweenFigs. 2 and
3 lies in the fact thatthe emitting area of an LED cannotbe neglected.
Generally,a laser can be viewed as a "Lambertian" source with the
emitting area equal to zero. The symbols used in Figs. 2 and 3 are
defined as follows:
LT:
IT:
IT:

distancebetweenthe transmitterlens and the diffusing spot.
distancefrom the transmitterlens to the light source.
focal length of the transmitterlens.

Figure 2: Power analysismodelfor a laser system.

LR:
lR:
JR:
SLS:
.;;.
'PD:

distancebetweenthe receiverlens and the diffusing SPIJt.
An expressionsimilar to (2) canbe derived for evaluatingthe proDistance from the receiverlens to the photodiode.
jection of the photodiodeon the diffusing surface:
focal lengthof the receiverlens.
projection of the light source on the diffusin!: surface
SpD = LRApD
or its area.
(3)
fRcos9R
projectionof the photodiodeon the diffusing surfalce
or its area.
It is evident that the received power is determined by the overALS: emitting surfaceof the light sourceor its area.
lappedareaof SLSand SPD,and thatthe maximumreceived power can
ApD: receiving surface of the photodiodeor its area.
be achievedwhen
AR: apertureareaof the receiverlens.
9T: angle of the line of sight of the transmitterwith th,enormal
SPD ~ SLS
of the diffusing surface.
9R: angle of the line of sight of the receiverwith the normallof
and whenthe diffusing spotis completelywithin the field of view of
the diffusing surface.
the receivers.If we assumethe diffusing surfaceto be a Lambertian
reflector, the receivedpowercan be expressedas
In the caseof a laser,the size of the diffusing spot can raillgefrom
infinity to the diffraction limit, which can be consideredas a geometric point in this application. However,in the caseof an LED thereis a
PR = -Pr AR IsLSnSpD R~ ~dCJ
(5)
L2
lower bound.The minimum spotsize is achievedwhenthe (:ondition
1t R
Sz.s
wherePT standsfor the total optical power projected on SLSand R is
the reflectance of the diffusing component of the surface. In (5),
LT IT iT
it is also assumedfor the sake of simplicity that the illumination over
SLSis uniform. Generally, all the parametersin the integral may be
is satisfied. Usually, LT »fT, and consequentlyIT" fT. Under this consideredas functions of the position of the element area, dO",on
condition, the minimum spot area is, according to Fig. 3, apprlJxi- the diffusing surface.Notice that the diffusing spot may not be flat
mately expressedas
and its dimension may not be neglectedwhen compared with LR.
For L2R»AR and SPD~ SLS,the above equationbecomes

~+-=-

Lr ALS
SLSmin

IT COS6T

(1)

(2)

PR=

AR Pr Rcos9 R

(6)
7tL~

Equation (I) may not be satisfied in practice, since the required
focusing operation may not be performed for the sake of simplic:ity 0
Hence, the actual size may be larger than Sl.S"mino

1. ExamplE

GivenPT= 5 roW, LR= 5 m,AR= 10 cm2,COS6R=
0.5 andR = 0.5,
we
have,
from
(6):
In the following sections,it will be assumedthat the n~flecljon
surfacesare perfectly Lambertian,meaning that the intensity of the
PR= 0.159 ~W = -38 dBm.
reflected light satisfiesthe cosinelaw. In practice.this may not be 1rue
becausea diffusing surface may have a considerablespecular-reflecIn a DIC configuration,sincea large FOV is required to maximize
tion component,especially when the incident beam is close to the the received power and to accommodatehand-held terminals, the
glancing angle. However,the authorsbelieve that, from the point of receivedpower maybe approximatelyestimatedas;
view of broadcasting,the specularcomponentis by no meaJ.lS
desirable and can simply be consideredas loss, implying that only the
ApD PT Rcos8 R
PR=
7tL~
'
worst-casescenariois consideredin this paper. In addition, in a J:eal
(7)
system,when the reflecting surfacehas a low reflectanceor a strong
specular component,a special "pad" coated with a materia.!of the
desired quality may be applied on the diffusing spotsto improve the where to make (6) valid, we have assumedthat all the diffusing-elesystemperformance.This is obviously not anexpensivesolution. J'tis mentareain the integral(5) canbe equivalentlyplaced at a single spot
also importantthatthe glancing incidencealwaysbe avoidedby prop- at a distanceLRfrom the receiver.
erly arrangingthe positions of the diffusing spots.
Therefore,the gain of SMC over DIC is

G= -,AR

(8)

ApD

which is the ratio of the area of the concentratorlens to that of the
photodiode.
2. Example
AR= 0.1 m2,ApD= 1 cm2,G = 100 = 20 dB
Remember that a photodiode with ApD = I cm2 is very large. Its
capacitance may make the receiver design difficult. For a smaller
photodiode with, say, ApD = 2 mrn2and G = 2500 = 34 dB, the gain is
even more significant.

B. Angulartolerance
Figure 3: Power analysismodelfor an LED system.

The angular toleranceof the antennais a vital issue for an SMC
system.Since lines of sight still exist in the system,a larger angular
tolerancemeansless difficulty in alignment. It also means a more

robust set-up with sufficient immunity to mechanicaldisturbances.
The angulartoleranceof a receiveris determinedby the light-source
projection, Sl-S,
and the projection of the photodiode,SPD,wlilich is an
equivalentdepiction of Fay. It is apparentthat the rec:eiverreceives
power only when the two projections overlap, as shown in Fig. 4.
Hence,we may define a field of tolerance(FaT) in steradiansas

FOT= STcos6R

(9)

L~
where Sr representsthe projectionof this solid angle on the diffusing
surface,as shown in Fig. 5. The angulartoleranceof an eye canthus
be defined approximatelybut acceptablyas 09mIlX= vrror.

efficiency. However,in an SMC system,the size of the LED is less
important. According to Fig. 3, if S[.S= SPDcan be considereda
desirable match for efficient power transmission,and if it can be
assumedthat Lr ~ LR (as is desirable in a practical network arrangement),we have A[.S~ ApD;i.e., the size of the LED can b~nf
the same order as that of the photodiode. Consider that a tYl
photodiodecanhave a diameterof a few millimetres, much largcr
than that of LEDs usedin fibre communications.This is significant
in the sensethat a large-areaLED canbe made to achievea higher
output power more easily.
2. Increasethe photodiodesize or reducethe focal length. The former
is limited by the photodiodecapacitance;the latter is limited by the
aperturesize of the lens.
1. Example

According to (9) and Fig. 2 or 3, therearetwo ways to iru:reasethe

tolerance:

fR = 50 mm, VA;;;; = 3 mm, 89max= 6.840

I. Increasethe spot size, SLS.If an LD is used,this can be:done by
In this casethe alignmentcanbe easilyachievedwithout using any
placing the light source closerto the transmitterlell1s,so that the precision mechanicaldevices.
beambecomesdivergent. This defocusingtechniquealso works
well with LEDs. However,.accordingto Fig. 3, if artLED is used, C. Ambientlight
SLScan be increasedby decreasingIT or by using a diode with a
In contrast to fibre-optic systems, an indoor optical wireless
largeremitting area,becausefrom Fig. 3,
communication system is exposed to ambient light. The common
sourcesof ambient light are daylight, incandescentand fluorescent
lamps. Ambient light can introduce shot noise, saturatethe photoLZ
(10) detectorwhen it is very strong (e.g.,in the caseof direct sunlight)and
-I-ApD
.7
causeinterferencewhen it is modulated.Ambient light can be much
strongerthanthe signal light in terms of power, but its influence can
where it is assumedthat Lr »fr.
In fibre systems,IJEDs are be reducedin a numberof ways. First, the power of ambient light is
supposedto be made smallto increasethe source-to-fibrecoupling distributed over a wide spectralrange,in contrastto the light sources
usedin indoor applications,which have a typical line width of 10 nm
in the caseof multi-longitudinal-modelasersand 50 nm in the caseof
LEDs. Hence,a narrow-bandoptical filter can remove most of the
radiation from the ambientlight sources.

y
Figure 4: Angular tolerance of a receivingeye.

Fil!Ure 5: A descriPtion of ST, the projection

of FOT on the diffusing surface.

The secondmethod usedto deal with ambient light makesuse UI
the fact that ambient light is basically unmodulated. An ac coupled
receivercaneasilyremovethe dc componentgeneratedby the ambient
light. Some artificial light sourceshave rapidly fluctuating components,but they areusuallyassociatedwith the harmonics of the fundamentalfrequencyof the power line, andcanbe removed with electrical
filters. Whenan electrical filter is used,somekind of spectrum-shaping line codeshouldbe usedto reducethe resulting intersymbolinterference.
The third approachusesthe difference betweenthe spatialcharacteristics of ambientlight and signal sources.Ambient light is usually
very well diffused; by contrast, when the spot-diffusing conceptis
used,the light signalis concentratedon a small area. Hence,a small
field-of-view receivercan have a much lower ambient-light level than
a wide FOV receiver.This is illustrated in Fig. 6. The gain in signalto-ambient-noiseratio achieved by using small FOV receiversover
DIC is approximatelyequalto

Figure 6: Ambient light can be suppressedusing a narrow FaV receiver,becausethe
light signal is concentratedon a small area.

27t
Gamb

FOV

(11)

~whcreFOY is in steradians, and the numerator stands for the s:olid
Ie of a hemisphere. The gain shows another advantage of S:MC
OJ
.er DIC: with a small FOY receiver, it is easy to avoid the interfering
light sources being put into the FOY of the receivers simply by arr;inging the diffusing spots at appropriate locations.

D. Farsighted eyes
As we mentionedat the beginning of this section,simplicity is a
major concernin the designof an SMC network. In this sec:tion,the
possibility of using farsightedeyesto simplify the receiverde,signwill
be discussed.Receiverswith a focus fixed at infinity are termed farsighted. On the other hand, it is assumedthat a "perfect eye:"should
have the ability to focus itself to get a sharppicture of the ,diffusing
surfaceon the photodiode.so that the maximumamountof power can
be received.This focusing operationcanusuallybe achievedby changing the relative position betweenthe receiverlens and the photodiiode
in the longitudinal direction. However, a farsighted eye: has,its
photodetectorfixed at one focal length away from the receiving lens,
and is thereforesimpler in structureand easierto use. Next, it will be
shown that undera certain condition,a farsightedeye canbe a good
choice from the point of view of powerreception.

signalpower at a shorterrange,the extra received power is wasted if
the maximumworking distanceis designedto be larger than Lc for a
specifiedBER.
Other concernsinclude the ambientnoise and the angular tolerance.It turns out that, in the long-rangeregion, both kinds of eyes will
receivethe sameamountof ambientlight; while over a shorterrange,
the farsightedeye receives slightly more, becausethe photodiodeis
closerto the lens aperture.The angulartoleranceof a farsightedeye is
largerthan thatof a perfecteye in all ranges,becauseof the spreading
of the blurred image of the diffusing spot.
In conclusion,in order to simplify the structureof fly-eye receivers,a farsightedeye designcanbe used for an SMC network.

E. Novel designs for the fly-eyes
A disadvantageof a fly-eye receiveris that the lens systemcanbe
quite complicated,becauseit must look in different directions at the
sametime. The most straightforward way of realizing fly-eyes is to
employ separateeyes,each having its own lens and photodiode system. However,using too many lenseswill probably make the system
bulky and undesirable.A novel design may solve the problem. One
possibility is to employ a glass or plastic ball as the lens for the eyes.
Since a ball hasa very good symmetry,all the eyes can usethe same
ball. In Fig. 9, anexampleof two eyessharingone ball lensis depicted.
The problem with this design is that a ball lens can be very heavy
For a perfecteye (an eye with focusing ability), it can b1~sho,wn, whena largeapertureis required.Hence,it is suitable only for systems
using the modelgiven in Fig. 2 or 3, thatthe powerreceivedversus,
the covering a small room.
distanceis expressedby
Another designis shown in Fig. 10, in which the off-axis imaging
ability of a lensis explored.The designcanhavea large-sizeaperture,
especiallywhen a Fresnellens is used.Comparedwith the ball lens,
different lines of sight cannot be arranged very far apart from the
optical axis of the lens,or the aberrationbecomessignificant. Though
a largerphotodiodecantolerate greateraberration,the designflexibil1:12) ity is limited. As an example,considera standardcameralens. Knowing that the focal lengthis 50 mm and that the diagonal dimensionof
a frame of standard 35-mm film is about 43.5 mm, we can safely

where Ds standsfor the lateral dimensionof the projection of SLSin
the direction of the receiverline of sight. and dPDfor the diameterof
the photodiode.
For a farsightedeye without focusing ability, the receive:dpower
can have a lower bound expressedas

Image of Os

~clual
,

I

PR=

"

profile
'

Assumed

profile

Figure 7: Mode/for the derivation of(13).

1~13)

where D stands for the diameter of the receiverlens. The received
power in (13) representsa lower bound becausea simplifif:d model
shown in Fig. 7 is used for the derivation. A uniform power-.distribution profile is assumed,which has in fact a more centrally coru:entT'\teddistribution.
'/Both (12)and (13)areplotted in Fig. 8. It canbe seenthat whenthe
working distanceis largerthan a certainvalue Lc. both receivershave
the samepower-versus-distance
characteristics.For a photodetector
having a sensitivity better than sc,the performanceof a f:arsighted
receiveris just sufficient. Though the perfect eye can receive more

Figure 8: The receivedpower by a perfect eye and a farsighted eye.

the wall measured0.366mW. The loss in power was causedby the
wide divergenceangle of the CD laser,in the direction perpendicular
to the junction plane. This loss could be reduced by using more
sophisticatedprojecting lenses.A plastic Fresnel lens (an Edmund
Scientific product, not a true diffraction Fresnel lens) was used,£"'T
light collecting.The lens hasa focal length of 3 -and a diameter(
(with an aperturestop). An EG&G C30808 PIN photodiode was ust:d
to build a transimpedance
receiver. Both optical and electrical filters
IV. Experiment
wereusedto reducethe interferencefrom fluorescentlight. The optical
filter was a coloured glass filter which blocks the visible light. The
A spot-diffusing IR link was built to demonstrateits fI~asibility. cutoff wavelengthwas 720 nm. The filter also causeda loss of 10% in
The set-upis depicted in Fig. 11. The distancebetweenthe diffusing the signal power. The electrical filter used was a third-order
spotandthe receiverwas about3 m. The line of sightmadeanangleof Butterworthhigh-passfilter with a cutoff frequency at 2 kHz. A piece
450 with the normal line of the diffusing surface.A 780-nmCD laser of cardboardcoatedwith white latex flat paint was usedas the diffuse
wasusedto emit anaveragepowerof 0.8 mW. The light from the laser reflector. The reflectancewas measuredas 0.718. The bit rate was
was projected on a plaster wall by a telescopeeyepiecewilth a focal 2 Mbps. PRBS-9 was used for BER measurement,so that the lowest
lengthof 25 mm and anaperturesize of 18mm. The light prcljectedon signal frequencywas about4 kHz. The measuredbit error rate was
1.1 x 10-9.The measurementwas conducted over a period of 1 h.
Eight bit errorswere recorded,with the number of error deciseconds
equalto eight. Fig. 12 showsthe eye diagram. No light sourceswere
placed in the receiverFOV. The alignmentwas not difficult, although
the FOT was about2°. It was easily achieved with the help of an
oscilloscopedisplaying the receivedsignal level. We believe that the
range of the link can easily be increasedby using a more powerful
light sourceand an optimized receiver,The received signal power at
the focal plane was measuredas 52 pW, which is about -43 dBm.
From (6), the calculatedvalueis 51 pW, matchingthe measuredvalue
to within 2%.
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Figure 10: A compactfly-eye design using lens.

Figure 12: Eyediagram of the receivedsignal.
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V. Conclusions
In this report, a new configurationwas proposed,which is termed
Spot-diffusingMuiti-line-of-sight Configuration(SMC). This con11gur?"ionusesspotdiffusing to achievea power efficiency at le.lst20 dB
ler than the diffused light configuration while maintaininJ~an
t:4uivalentbroadcastingcapability. It achievesacceptablelink robustness by employing angular diversity channelswhich are re:llizeti by
usingmultiple transmissionbeamsandfly-eye receivers.The expected
performancewascomparedwith existing configurations.Designissues
consemingthis configuration were elaborated,including model~;for
optical power analysis,possible light sourcesfor transmission,aJignment issues,ambient-light interferenceand novel designs for alreceiver lens system. An experimentalspot-diffusing link set-upwas
also described.A BER of 1.1 x 10-9was measuredwith 0.8 mW laser
power,over a distanceof 3 m.
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